Executive Summary

Municipal by-elections have been held since September 2011, following the April 2011 elections. 138 wards (or just over
3% of the total 4 300 wards) have been contested in this time. 16 of these wards have been lost by the incumbent party
and won by another in the by-elections, and four of these 16 losses have resulted in fundamental changes in the respecting
municipal councils, leading to a new party or coalition of parties taking control.
By-elections are generally less popular and attract less publicity than general elections, although they are the only time,
apart from the municipal elections themselves, where the public can elect their representatives directly. There are fewer
parties that compete in by-elections (when compared with municipal elections) and voter turnout is generally lower.
By-election activity in KwaZulu-Natal and the Western Cape is much more competitive than anywhere else in the county.
The ANC, IFP and NFP compete very closely in most rural KwaZulu-Natal municipalities. The IFP did very badly in the 2011
elections but has managed to claw back some of its losses in recent by-elections. It has managed to regain control of two
municipal councils that it lost in the elections.
In the Western Cape the DA and ANC have fought strenuously for the control of a number of marginal wards and
municipalities where the balance of power is very even. The ANC has won two municipalities from the ANC (where neither
party governed outright but both have had to resort to coalitions). It also strengthened its position in another municipality.
The effects of Marikana and Nkandla have affected sentiment in the immediate area but do not seem to have hurt the ANC
in other parts of the country. The party lost a ward in Rustenburg right by Marikana and also lost a ward in Nkandla to the
IFP, but does not seem to have suffered other losses as a result. The ANC has been relatively successful in the January and
March by-elections this year.
The presence of by-elections does not seem to have strengthened the link between municipal government performance and
the voting process. Many of the wards contested have been vacated due to behind-the-scenes deals between parties and
councilors, or are vacant due to the unplanned deaths of councilors.
It is possible that some reforms are needed for the municipal elections to better reflect the will of the electorate.
Suggestions for reform include mid-term by-elections and the possibility for residents to recall non-performing councilors.

General findings and themes of the research
INTRODUCTION
South Africa holds two major elections over a five-year cycle: a national/provincial election and a municipal election. Due
to the nature of the electoral laws in South Africa, the voting public has very little opportunity to directly elect officials to
public office. There are only two times that direct election occurs – and both times it is in the selection of municipal ward
councilors. The first time is during a municipal election, the second time is when (and if) a particular ward is up for a byelection.
This research note analyses all the municipal by-elections that have been held since the last municipal elections (in April
2011). There are some 4 300 wards across South Africa. To date, just over 3% of them (138 wards) have been contested in
by-elections. This note will identify any trends in the by-elections and whether these differ from the trends identified in the
municipal elections.
We have identified a few trends that we think are clear, unambiguous and of interest to the public, but we have taken care
not to torture the numbers too much, as confessions extracted under torture are of dubious value. We are also not entirely
convinced that the by-elections data are representative of the entire country, and future by-elections may identify new
trends, or even falsify old ones.

How many by-elections have there been since the 2011 elections?
Since the April 2011 municipal elections there have been 15 by-election dates, from 7 September 2011 up to and including
6 March 2013. By-elections have been held every month since September 2011 with the exception of the following months:
May 2012, July 2012, October 2012 and February 2013.
A total of 138 wards have been up for by-election (one ward has been contested twice) over the 15 by-election dates, with
an average of nine or ten wards per by-election. There have been as many as 17 wards and as few as three wards contested
per by-election.

The last four months of 2011 saw an average of 13 wards being contested per month. Since 2012 the average number of
wards contested has been half of that – six or seven wards per month. It may be that there was a backlog of unresolved
issues in late-2011 following the 2011 elections – such as irregularities in the awarding of seats – which resulted in a large
number of wards being contested.
11 of the 138 wards were retained uncontested, all of them by the ANC.

Who were the incumbents going into the by-elections
Only four parties featured as incumbents in the 138 wards: the ANC (106 wards), DA (25 wards), IFP (five wards) and NFP
(two wards). The IFP and NFP only won wards in KwaZulu-Natal.
This is broadly representative of the overall picture, although the ANC has a smaller percentage of total wards and the DA
has a large percentage. There are a handful of smaller parties with a highly specific regional presence that won wards in
the 2011 elections but were not represented in the by-elections). These include the MF (which won a few wards, almost
exclusively in Ethekwini metro) and the UDM (winning a handful of wards in Umtata).
In addition there were a number of wards won by independent candidates across the country, the PAC (winning wards here
and there, mainly in Limpopo) and COPE (which also won a few wards, scattered across the country).

How many voters and parties were registered per ward in the 2011 elections?
In most municipalities (non-metro), there are between 2 500 and 7 500 registered voters in a ward. In the majority of
the municipalities there are between 2 500 and 5 000 registered voters, while in the bigger municipalities (Polokwane,
Mbombela) there are typically between 5 000 and 7 500 registered voters.
The metros have significantly higher numbers of registered voters per ward: all metro wards (with the exception of Nelson
Mandela Bay) have upwards of 12 000 registered voters.

The scatter-plot above shows the relationship between the number of registered voters in a ward and the number of parties
that participated in the 2011 elections in that ward. The wards in metro municipalities are shown in the large square in
the top right-hand corner of the graph. Most (non-metro) wards had between two and ten parties contesting the 2011
elections, while the metro-based wards (with much larger populations of registered voters) had between nine and 25 parties
contesting.
The further a ward is to the right of the graph, the more parties were registered in 2011, relative to the size of the
registered voter population. The further to the left of the graph, the fewer parties registered relative to the voter
population.
It can be seen that there is a small group of outlier wards (in a box near the bottom centre of the graph) which have a high
number of registered parties: there are between 3 500 and 4 500 registered voters in the four wards but between 12 and 14
registered voters per ward. One of the wards is in Limpopo, one isin KwaZulu-Natal (Newcastle) and two are in the Western
Cape (Saldanha Bay and Witzenberg).
It is not completely clear why these wards were so heavily contested but it may be down to historical factors – many of the
parties competing in these wards have a provincial or regional presence and have competed in past elections. For example,
the Royal Loyal Progress party has a history of contesting elections extensively in Newcastle (and sporadically in the rest of
the district).
There is also a pattern of a higher number of parties in City of Cape Town wards, grouped in a block in the top right-hand
corner of the graph. The five wards contested in 2011 in the metro had between 18 and 25 parties competing in them. This
is partly due to smaller parties with a historical presence in the metro, and also partly due to the history of coalition politics
in the metro.
Following the 2006 municipal elections, the City of Cape Town was run by a series of coalitions as no one party had
an outright majority. This led to a fair amount of deal-making and horse-trading that saw a few small parties wield
disproportionate power in the coalitions – and subsequently raised the perceived rewards of being a kingmaker in a
coalition. In general, due partly to the relative balance of power between the ANC and DA in many municipalities, elections
in the Western Cape attract a higher number of registered parties.

What happened to the number of parties registered for by-elections?
With very few exceptions (six) every ward contested in a by-election saw a decrease (or, in another seven wards, no change)
in the number of parties participating compared to the 2011 municipal elections. The graph below shows how dramatic the
drop was in the 19 metro wards that were contested:

An average of 16 parties participated in the 2011 elections for these metro wards. This average dropped to below five
parties per ward for the by-elections. While the decrease in the non-metro wards was obviously smaller, the trend is the
same.
This trend is intuitive. There are economies of scale for a party that participates in a general election, particularly for
a smaller party. If a party is already competing in a particular municipality, the costs of registering a candidate for an
additional ward are relatively low, and may even spend a small amount of time campaigning in that ward.
This rule is somewhat crude, and the cost-benefit analysis will differ across parties. Some parties have a footprint only in
a particular province or region (e.g. Cape Party, NFP) while others contests elections countrywide (e.g. PAC, UDM). Both
groups of parties could decide that the slight increase in costs of contesting another ward or two is justified.
The corollary of this rule is that contesting a by-election – essentially a once-off event – will fail the cost-benefit analysis for
a small party, particularly in the face of the well-oiled election machinery of the ANC and DA. It’s therefore no surprise that
most by-elections are contested by the same two or three parties – usually the DA and ANC, and, across much of KwaZuluNatal, by the ANC, IFP and NFP – with the odd independent candidate or smaller party (ACDP, FF+, PAC, UDM) joining the
fray.

What was voter turnout like in the 2011 elections and the by-elections?
Voter turnout in the 2011 election was high for a municipal election; it was above 50% in 117 of the wards (85%) and above
60% in 64 of the wards (46%). Turnout was highest in Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, the Western Cape and the metros (with
one or two notable exceptions). Turnout was relatively low across Limpopo.

The turnout for the 2011 municipal elections was far higher than for the two preceding municipal elections (held in 2000
and 2006). Turnout was much closer to previous national/provincial elections. This was largely due to the heightened
competition between the ANC and DA and the extensive campaigning from both parties.
Turnout for the by-elections dropped, as was expected: it is a lot harder for political parties to campaign for a by-election
than for a sustained, nation-wide election. In 58 wards (44% of the total) the turnout for the by-election was at least 20
percentage points lower than the turnout in the 2011 elections for the same ward.
Voter turnout for the by-elections was below 50% in 98 of all wards (71%). This does not include the 11 wards which were
retained by the ANC in uncontested by-elections.

How closely-fought were the wards in the 2011 elections and the subsequent by-elections?
25 of the wards (18%) were originally won in the 2011 elections with between 50% and 70% of the total vote, and 22
wards (16%) were won with less than 50% of the vote. The vast majority of the wards (91 wards, 66% of the total) were
won by the leading party with over 70% of the vote.
Over half of the closely-fought wards (won with less than 70% of the vote) were in the Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal.
In KwaZulu-Natal most of the close races were fought in a three-way battle between the ANC, IFP and NFP. In the Western
Cape, most of the close races were fought between the ANC and the DA. In very few cases did the smaller parties and
independent candidates achieve more than a fraction of the vote.
The majority of wards in the 2011 elections, outside of the Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal, were safely won by the
incumbent parties. This may be due, in part, to the legacy of apartheid spatial planning. There have also been accusations
(leveled at both the ANC and the DA) of gerrymandering by incumbent parties.
There is a similar pattern in the by-elections results. 38 of the wards (28%) were won in the by-elections with between 50%
and 70% of the vote while 13 wards (9%) were won with less than 50% of the vote. 76 wards (55% of the total) were won
with over 70% of the vote, while another 11 wards were retained by the ANC in uncontested elections.
Of the 13 wards won with less than 50% of the vote, only three were outside of KwaZulu-Natal or the Western Cape. The
other ten were closely contested by the ANC, IFP and NFP in KwaZulu-Natal and by the ANC and DA in the Western Cape.
If the 11 uncontested wards are grouped with the wards that were won with over 70% of the vote then some two-thirds of
all wards were won with strong majorities in both the 2011 elections and the by-elections. (The uncontested wards could be
considered to have been won by the ANC with 100% of the vote.)
There is a general trend of incumbent parties having a large majority of the vote in a ward, even if the same party is not in
power in the municipality. This applies to the ANC / DA in most metros and secondary cities.
In many cases the incumbent party retained the ward but lost some share of the vote. 122 wards were retained by the
incumbent party. 44 of these (36%) were won with a smaller percentage of the vote than in the original 2011 elections. In
most of these cases the drop in voter share was less than 10 percentage points (say from 90% to 80% of the total vote) but
in a few of them the incumbent party lost 20% or even close to 30% of the vote.

How many wards changed hands in by-elections?
16 of the 138 wards (12%) were lost by the 2011 incumbents in the by-elections.
Ten of these were lost by the ANC
-

Five to the DA (in Cape Town, Merafong City, Polokwane, Mogalakwena and Thaba Chweu)

-

One each to COPE (in Makhuduthamaga), the Dikwankwetla Party (in Maluti a Phofung) and the IFP (in Nkandla)

-

Two to independent candidates (in Thembelihle and Rustenburg).

Three were lost by the DA. All three wards were in the Western Cape (Matzikama, Cederberg and Witzenberg) and all
three were lost to the ANC. One was lost by the IFP, to the ANC, in Umtshezi. Two were lost by the NFP, both to the IFP (in
UPhongolo and Hlabisa).

On balance, the DA and the IFP did the best of all the parties in these by-elections: the DA won five wards and lost three,
while the IFP won three wards and lost one. Both parties have gained two wards on aggregate. The ANC lost ten and won
four, losing six overall, while the NFP lost two wards and gained none.
This is a simplistic analysis of winners and losers which ignores two important points. Firstly, even in the wards where
incumbent parties retained their ward seats there were still some instances where the incumbent’s share of the vote fell
substantially. Admittedly, this only describes a handful of wards.
Secondly, and more importantly, not all wards carry the same strategic value. Most municipalities are governed outright
by one party. The loss of a ward in such municipalities does not affect the overall balance of power much. In a few
municipalities a party may have a majority of just one seat, or there will be a coalition government. The loss of a ward in
these municipalities can lead to a new party in charge of council or a shift in coalitions.
Of the 16 wards which have changed hands, four have affected the balance of power in their municipalities. The ANC’s
loss of the ward in Thembelihle (Hopetown in the Northern Cape) to an independent councilor resulted in the party losing
the municipality to a coalition of the DA, COPE and the independent. Similarly, the ANC’s loss of a ward in Nkandla gave
an outright majority of council seats to the IFP. The NFP’s loss of a seat in Hlabisa resulted in the IFP replacing the previous
ANC-NFP coalition in the municipality. Finally, the ANC’s recent winning of a DA ward in Witzenberg will probably see the
running of the municipality change from a DA-led coalition to an ANC-led coalition.
In a couple of other wards which have changed hands some incumbents’ majorities have been reduced to very thin margins.

How representative are the by-elections of overall voting patterns?
The short answer is that the 138 wards that have been contested in by-elections are not representative of the 2011 elections
and the country as a whole. The elections are not geographically representative: Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal are underrepresented; North-West is heavily under-represented. Limpopo and Mpumalanga are heavily overrepresented, Eastern Cape
is slightly over-represented.
The urban-rural split of the by-elections is largely representative. Metros are marginally underrepresented (15% of all wards,
14% of wards contested in by-elections)
One must bear in mind that a by-election is triggered only if the incumbent councilor dies, resigns from his or her party or is
expelled from the party. For the most part, deaths in office are natural or accidental and are unplanned for, although there
is an increasing (and unwelcome) trend of politically-motivated killings of councilors.
Resignation or expulsion can result from a number of different scenarios. These include: a breakdown of the relationship
between the councilor and their party; questions over the legality of the original voting process; a desire by the incumbent
councilor to join another party or run as an independent; or even a desire to leave politics altogether.
There is anecdotal evidence of some of these scenarios. In a number of wards, particularly in the Western Cape and
KwaZulu-Natal, a councilor will resign his or her seat and run under the banner of another party. Sometime the councilor
retains the seat, sometimes not.
There has also been some suggestion that the spate of by-elections in late-2011 (the first few rounds following the 2011
elections) included a number of wards where councilors had been elected incorrectly or illegally.

Conclusions
Party officials and party bosses arguably wield the most power in the elections, followed by the candidates themselves. Even
in a ward election, which is a constituency-based election on paper, the process of choosing candidates is often managed
very carefully by central party committees. The voting public has the least power of all: there is no power of recall by the
public if they are unhappy with their elected councilors.
There is evidence that some of the by-elections have been triggered by party bosses in order to insert new candidates or
remove old ones, not on the basis of the success or failure of the incumbents, but for political reasons. These include the
reconstituting of electoral processes which were initially flawed or to remove councilors who do not toe the party line.
The overall trend in the by-elections is a continuation of the long-term trend of party consolidation. With a few regional
exceptions, the ANC and DA were the only parties to win a significant percentage of the vote. Most of the smaller parties
contested fewer wards in the various by-elections than in the 2011 elections and their share of the vote generally fell too.
New questions arise from these trends. The most important one, arguably, is ‘does the by-election process fulfill its
mandate?’ Elections are supposedly an opportunity for the electorate to choose the candidate who will serve them best.
Do these by-elections serve the democratic process and the voting public? Do they increase the opportunity and probability
that the voters in a ward will elect the best person? Is the process being abused by the politically connected for narrower,
selfish purposes?
The municipal by-elections are the only opportunity for South Africans to vote more than twice in a five-year cycle, and
more than once in that cycle for a directly-elected representative. Is there a disconnect between the desires of the electorate
(say, to replace a non-performing ward councilor) and the opportunity to act on these desires (to vote to dismiss or retain
the councilor in a by-election)?
The structure of the electoral system and the evidence available suggest that there is indeed a problem. If the overall
analysis of the elections is to be prescriptive as well as descriptive, it should examine possible reforms to the by-election
process that will strengthen accountability of councilors.
These reforms could include automatic mid-term by-elections (every two and a half years) or the power to recall a councilor
through an ordinary referendum. There might also be reforms to the funding of advertising and media coverage of smaller
parties and independent candidates.

KwaZulu-Natal municipalities
In many ways the by-elections in KwaZulu-Natal have been the most interesting and exciting of all the provinces. The races
have been closer in most of the wards and the balance of power in many municipalities is fluid and unstable.
In 2011 a group of IFP members split from the party and formed the National Freedom Party (NFP), led by Ms Zanele
Magwaza-Msibi, a former chairperson of the IFP. This party performed fairly well in the 2011 elections and established a
stronghold in the Zululand district municipality by winning eDumbe municipality outright and taking a plurality of votes in
Nongoma.
The party also managed to take enough of the IFP vote and council seats in a number of formerly IFP-run municipalities
to create coalitions with the ANC. In some of these municipalities the NFP has more seats than the ANC, but in most it has
fewer. There are 18 municipalities (including Nongoma) where the ANC-NFP coalition is in power, plus eDumbe.

That is a total of 19 local municipalities where the IFP has lost power at the local level following the 2011 elections. These
municipalities are all in five of the ten districts in the province, representing the entire northern half of the province, with
the exception of the Amajuba district.
The IFP’s share of the votes in the province had been steadily declining since at least 2006 but the NFP split hastened the
fall. The party lost quite a few municipalities virtually overnight, and with them a good chunk of its remaining power and
largesse. The party controlled just one municipality in the province – Ulundi – and its power appeared to be broken in the
province.
It has been fairly surprising therefore that the strongest trend over the by-elections is the slight recovery of the IFP in the
province. It has won three wards and lost only one. Two of the wards won also resulted in the IFP regaining a majority of
council seats in two municipalities (Hlabisa and Nkandla) and taking control of the municipalities.
The IFP, having started the municipal year with just one council under its control, now has three municipalities to run. In
addition it has increased its share of the vote in a few other marginal wards.
The backdrop to the elections in the province has been one of extreme violence and even murder involving the ANC, IFP and
NFP. A number of councilors, mostly ANC, have been murdered in the province since the 2011 elections. An NFP councilor is
currently in court after shooting dead an IFP supporter directly outside the Ntuzuma magistrate’s court in December 2012.
Apart from the publicized violence, there are accusations of violence and dirty tricks around the campaigning and voting in
the by-elections. The NFP has accused the IFP of bussing in supporters to win back the Hlabisa ward (and municipality) with
a margin of just 15 votes. The IFP also stands accused by ANC supporters of preventing the party from campaigning broadly
in the Nkandla ward.
Whatever the truth behind the rumours and accusations, it is possible that not all of the newly-minted NFP councilors are
comfortable within the party. It is almost certain that the IFP is trying to woo back some of them to the fold, particularly in
the municipalities where the ANC-NFP coalition has narrow majorities.
There are a handful of municipalities where the IFP could take control of council should a ward fall to them in a future byelection. There is perhaps another handful where the falling of two wards plus the help of the odd DA seat might also see a
changing of the guard.
The IFP might increase its tally of municipalities to four, or maybe five, or it might have to consolidate its gains for now.
Its successes came near the end of 2012 when the ANC was distracted. In addition, there was bound to have been a few
aftershocks following the 2011 bombshell: the NFP may still be adjusting to being in power.

Western Cape municipalities
The Western Cape political landscape is similar to KwaZulu-Natal in many ways: there is a dominant party that controls the
metro and all secondary cities outright, but it has to enter into coalitions in many rural municipalities where it does not have
an outright majority. It faces a large opposition party which has lost a large share of power in the province but still runs a
few municipalities itself, and would love to run a few more.

The ANC scaled back the power of the IFP in 2011 and reached deep into the heartland of the province through a coalition
with the NFP. In the Western Cape it saw the DA do the same thing to it, winning seats that had previously been safe for the
ANC.
Just like the IFP made its wins count, the ANC has won three Western Cape wards off the DA in the by-elections. One ward
won a municipality from the DA. Another will probably do the same. A third gave it an absolute majority in council, putting
its coalition partner on notice.
The comparison is not perfect: the ANC is arguably stronger in the Western Cape than the IFP is in KwaZulu-Natal. It has
more to gain potentially. Although COPE is analogous to the NFP (splitting from the ANC and now in coalition with the DA),
politics in the Western Cape is much more fractured. Many smaller parties and independents hold the balance of power in
some municipalities.
There are 24 local municipalities in the Western Cape. The DA has a majority of council seats in only 11 of these. It rules in
coalition with COPE in another four, and with the ACDP in one more municipality, for a total of 16 – exactly two-thirds. The
DA also controls the City of Cape Town with over 60% of all council seats.
The DA lost Matzikama, which it held in coalition with the New Generation Party (NGP) and the People’s Independent Civic
Organisation (PICO), following the loss of a ward to the ANC. The two smaller parties left the coalition to join a coalition
with the ANC. The DA also stands to lose Witzenberg, which it held in coalition with COPE and an independent councilor,
following the loss of a ward to the ANC in the January 2013 by-elections.
The ANC only won one municipality outright in 2011 (Beaufort West) but added another (Cederberg) when it won a ward
from the DA, giving it an outright majority in council. It had previously governed in coalition with the PAC.
The ANC is in coalition in another four municipalities. In two (Cape Aghulhas and Oudtshoorn) it is the majority partner and
in two (Kannaland and Prince Alfred) it is the minority partner.
The DA has accused the ANC of running a dirty tricks campaign in the province and of aggressively poaching its councilors. It
is true that in a few of the by-elections where DA wards were won by the ANC that the former DA councilor ran on an ANC
ticket and retained his or her seat.
There are a number of municipalities which are vulnerable to a swing of one ward seat. Most of the municipalities in the
province are rural, with few wards and council seats. It shouldn’t be surprising if 2013 brings more by-elections in critical
wards and more accusations from both the DA and the ANC.

The Marikana and Nkandla effect?
Do by-elections reflect popular sentiment? The events of Marikana shocked the national and the world. Did the outrage
that people expressed towards the state translate into anything at the polls?
There’s two possible pieces of evidence that the events of Marikana and Nkandla have hurt the ANC in the polls. The first
involves the loss of a ward (and the municipality) in Nkandla to the IFP in the December 2012 by-elections. Turnout for the

vote was fairly high (above 50%) and while the ANC fell from around 1 000 votes in the 2011 elections to around 600, the
IFP received 160 votes more in the by-election than in the 2011 vote.
The second is the loss of an ANC ward in Rustenburg in the November 2012 by-elections. The ANC won the ward with 77%
of the vote in 2011 (the DA received 21%). In the by-election an independent candidate beat the ANC candidate by just 67
votes. The ward is very close to Marikana itself.
On the one hand, the ANC only lost three wards after August 2012, out of 24 that it has defended since then. This is a
slightly higher rate of loss than the party’s overall record in the by-elections, but not significantly so.
There is no strong evidence that voters outside of the immediate area of Marikana (and perhaps Nkandla) have reacted to
the events at the ballot box. It is likely that more people will abstain from voting for the ruling party than will show up to
register a protest vote.
However, in the lead-up to the 2014 elections, opposition parties will try to keep the events in the news. It is possible, albeit
unlikely, that they will have an effect on other by-elections.
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Appendix A – Municipal abbreviations

Municipality
Abbreviation / code

Full name

Metros
CPT

City of Cape Town [Cape Town]

EKU

Ekurhuleni [East Rand]

ETH

eThekwini [Durban Metro]

JHB

City of Johannesburg [Johannesburg]

NMA

Nelson Mandela Bay [Port Elizabeth]

TSH

Tshwane Metro [Pretoria]

Eastern Cape
EC105

Ndlambe [Port Alfred]

EC106

Sundays River Valley [Kirkwood]

EC126

Ngqushwa [Peddie]

EC134

Lukhanji [Queenstown]

EC135

Intsika Yethu [Cofimvaba]

EC136

Emalahleni [Lady Frere]

EC141

Elundini [Mount Fletcher]

EC142

Senqu [Barkly East]

EC155

Nyandeni [Libode]

EC156

Mhlontlo [Qumbu]

EC157

King Sabata Dalindyebo [Umtata]

EC441

Matatiele [Matatiele]

EC442

Umzimvubu [Mount Ayliff]

EC443

Mbizana [Bizana]

EC444

Ntabankulu [Ntabankulu]

Municipality
Abbreviation / code

Full name

Free State
FS183

Tswelopele [Hoopstad]

FS184

Matjhabeng [Welkom]

FS191

Setsoto [Senekal]

FS194

Maluti a Phofung [Qwa-Qwa]

FS203

Ngwathe [Parys]

FS204

Metsimaholo [Sasolburg]

FS205

Mafube [Frankfort]

Gauteng
GT422

Midvaal [Meyerton]

GT423

Lesedi [Heidelberg]

GT481 -

Mogale City [Krugersdorp]

GT482

Randfontein [Randfontein]

GT484

Merafong City [Carletonville]

KwaZulu-Natal
KZN216

Hibiscus Coast [Port Shepstone]

KZN211

Vulamehlo [Dududu]

KZN222

uMngeni [Howick]

KZN234

Umtshezi [Estcourt]

KZN235

Okhahlamba [Bergville]

KZN242

Nqutu [Nqutu]

KZN265

Nongoma [Nongoma]

KZN266

Ulundi [Ulundi]

KZN271

Umhlabuyalingana [Emangusi]

KZN274

Hlabisa [Somkele]

KZN275

Mtubatuba [Mtubatuba]

KZN283

Ntambana [Ntambana]

KZN286

Nkandla [Nkandla]

Municipality
Abbreviation / code

Full name

Limpopo
LIM331

Greater Giyani [Giyani]

LIM332

Greater Letaba [Duiwelskloof]

LIM333

Greater Tzaneen [Tzaneen]

LIM334

Ba-Phalaborwa [Phalaborwa]

LIM343

Thulamela [Thohoyandou]

LIM344

Makhado [Louis Trichardt]

LIM351

Blouberg [Bochum/My Darling]

LIM352

Aganang [Moletji/Matlala]

LIM354

Polokwane [Pietersburg]

LIM362

Lephalale [Ellisras]

LIM364

Mookgopong [Naboomspruit]

LIM367

Mogalakwena [Potgietersrus]

LIM473 -

Makhuduthamaga [Ngwaritsi]

LIM475

Greater Tubatse [Burgersfort/ Ohrigstad/ Eastern Tubatse]

Mpumalanga
MP301

Albert Luthuli [Elukwatini/Carolina]

MP302

Msukaligwa [Ermelo]

MP303

Mkhondo [Piet Retief]

MP307

Govan Mbeki [Highveld Ridge]

MP312

Emalahleni [Witbank]

MP315

Thembisile [KwaMhlanga]

MP316

Dr JS Moroka [Mdutjana]

MP321

Thaba Chweu [Sabie]

MP322

Mbombela [Nelspruit]

MP325

Bushbuckridge [Bushbuckridge]

Northern Cape
NC076

Thembelihle [Hopetown]

NC093

Magareng [Warrenton]

NC094

Phokwane [Hartswater]

NC452

Ga-Segonyana [Kuruman]

North-West
NW373

Rustenburg [Rustenburg]

NW384

Ditsobotla [Lichtenburg]

Municipality
Abbreviation / code

Full name

Western Cape
WC011

Matzikama [Vredendal]

WC012

Cederberg [Citrusdal]

WC014

Saldanha Bay [West Coast Peninsula]

WC015

Swartland [Malmesbury]

WC022

Witzenberg [Ceres]

WC024

Stellenbosch [Stellenbosch]

WC031

Theewaterskloof [Caledon]

WC047

Bitou [Greater Plettenberg Bay]

WC053

Beaufort West [Beaufort West]

Appendix B – Metro municipalities, secondary cities and local municipalities
There are three types of municipalities: district, local and metropolitan (‘metro’). All district municipalities share their
territorial borders with a number of local municipalities (usually between four and seven). Local and district municipalities
also share the legislative and executive responsibilities of local government (i.e. the making and administration of municipal
laws and policies).
Metro municipalities have legislative and executive autonomy. There are eight metros in South Africa, representing the
most urbanized and developed areas of the country. They are listed below, with the name of their largest city/town/area in
parentheses:
-

Nelson Mandela Bay (Port Elizabeth)		

- 	Buffalo City (East London)

-	Mangaung (Bloemfontein)			

- 	Ekurhuleni (East Rand)

-

City of Johannesburg				

-

Tshwane (Pretoria)

-	Ethekwini (Durban)				

-

City of Cape Town

Local municipalities range in the size of their economies, levels of development/urbanization and population size. The
biggest, richest and most populous local municipalities are known as ‘secondary cities’. They normally contain one very large
town and/or a number of smaller economic nodes. There are 19 of them and they are listed below:
-	Matjabeng (Welkom)				

- 	Emfuleni (Vereeniging)

-	Mogale City (Krugersdorp)			

- 	Msunduzi (Pietermaritzburg)

-

-

Newcastle					

uMhlathuze (Richards Bay)

-	Polokwane (Pietersburg)				

- 	Govan Mbeki (Secunda)

-	Emalahleni (Witbank)				

- 	Steve Tshwete (Middelburg)

-	Mbombela (Nelspruit)				

- 	Sol Plaatje (Kimberly)

-	Madibeng (Brits)					

-

-

Tlokwe (Potchefstroom)				

- 	Matlosana (Klerksdorp)

-

Drakenstein (Paarl)				

- 	Stellenbosch

-	George

Rustenburg

The metros and secondary cities have a high number of wards (between 20 and 40 for the secondary cities, between 50
and 130 for the metros). The ANC governs all the metros (except for Cape Town) with an absolute majority and all of the
secondary cities (except for the three in the Western Cape: Drakenstein, Stellenbosch and George) with an outright majority.
The DA also has an outright majority in Cape Town and the Western Cape secondary cities, but its majority is below 60% of
total seats in all three secondary cities and it is razor-thin in George.
Due to the mixture of constituency (ward) and proportional representation (PR) voting, the DA has a sizeable minority of
council seats in ANC-run metros & secondary cities, and vice versa. There is also a higher success rate for independent ward
candidates and for the smaller parties: members of the latter group often win one or two PR seats although very rarely will
they win a ward seat outright.

